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BUILDING PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION  

North Coop and South Coop are in fact one building; it is an U-shaped building, two-story building.  The bottom of the U functions as a single-story building, with limited storage 

in the second story of the U.  The building servers many functions: classroom, art gallery, faculty and administrative offices, server storage, pottery studios, cafeteria and kitchens.  

This varied building function means that the building has an unusually high heat and electrical demand.  That demand also stems from its inadequate amounts of insulation and 

poor siting and drainage.   

Square Footage: 12,969 ft2 

Number of Floors:  2 

Type of Roof:  Metal, pitched 

Foundation Type: Uninsulated slab 

Siding Type: Wooden siding 

BUILDING USE DESCRIPTION 

As noted above this building houses things as diverse as the President’s Office to a pottery studio to a commercial kitchen.  Parts of the building are in use for a minimum of 16 

hours a day.  The building’s layout of narrow wings divided by a long corridor mean that the space on either side is not the most efficiently laid-out or used.  Some of the 

suggestions below work to creating more communal services and spaces in these long 

spaces.   

Building Areas were divided into the following uses in a 2002 facilities audit:
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ENERGY USE SUMMARY 

 

The energy use in the Coops may be broken down as follows:  

End Energy Use Energy Use in Units (2009) Total BTUs (2009) 2009 Operating Costs 

Lighting 21,655 kWh 73,887,952 $1,949 

Heating and Hot Water 9,352 Gallons Oil 1,299,928,000 $23,567 

Non-Lighting Electrical Use (Office 

Equipment, Classroom Equipment, Etc.) 

108,093 kWh 368,813,470 $ 9,728.37 

Electric Powered Kitchen Appliances 134,465 kWh 458,792,980 $ 12,101.81 

Propane Fueled Kitchen Appliances 1,826 Gallons Propane 166,184,200 $3,780 
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There are too many individual kitchen appliances to list below; however the following chart provides a break-down of the most significant energy users in the cafeteria:    

 

 

The building’s electric use is higher than usual for a building of its size, due in part to the nature of food preparation and commerical kitchen equipment.  The energy use for the 

building as a whole is higher than usual because of the building’s poor insulation.  The recommendations below will mitigate the building’s energy use but this assessment, like 

others of the campus, have found that the building is inadequate for the campus’s needs.  It’s scheduled for replacment within the next ten years.  With that in mind, significant 

investments in the building envelope are not included below.      
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PROPOSED ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES 

HEATING: BUILDING ENVELOPE  

ECM 1:  Replace exterior doors for the bookstore and administrative offices 

All exterior doors could be replaced for energy savings; however the glass doors leading to the administrative offices and the bookstore are in greatest need of replacement.  

Thermal images reveal that they are a significant source of heat loss. 

  

ECM 2: Repair water damage, Excavate along perimeter. 

The bottom foot of the building, in particular the south face has been damaged by water leading to greater heat loss along the bottom of the building.  Cold air intrusion is visible in 

thermal photographs like the one below taken inside the art gallery.  This siding and insulation should be removed and replaced.  

Further water damage could be prevented by excavating the perimeter of the building and draining water away from the building.   

ECM 3:  Install Insulated Blinds 

Building occupants are frequently cold adjacent to windows in winter and warm during the summer.  Most offices require constant 

cooling from air conditioners.  A low-cost method for improving the building’s performance is the installation of cellular shades which 

will prevent some evening heat loss as well as summer heat gain.  Many offices have a problem with window-glare, which could also be 

mitigated by translucent shades.  This energy saving measure will only be effective if building users use the blinds, especially closing 

them at the end of the workday.   
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ECM 4: Separate Atrium from Cafeteria in the evenings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECM 5: Reduce Air Leakage 

Those doors not needing replacement 

should be weather-stripped.  Thermal 

images reveal significant heat loss around 

doors.  All window frames should be 

sealed as well as the attic hatches.  The 

attic floor could be more effectively 

sealed.   
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ELECTRICITY:  LIGHTING 

ECM 6:  Replace exterior lighting with high-efficiency bulbs 

Currently the exterior is lit by high-pressure sodium flood lights.  Although moderately efficient, they could be replaced by better-performing fixtures that would also light more 

effectively.  The current model lights up and out as much as down, leading to significant “light pollution”.  The current fixtures are unfriendly to star-gazers and nocturnal 

creatures. 

ECM 7: Replace conventional bulbs with CFLs 

There are a few places in the building where conventional bulbs haven’t yet been replaced with CFLs.  This is a simple task that could be a student project.   

 
NON-LIGHTING ELECTRICAL LOAD 

The double-corridor layout of both the North and South Coops have led to an unnecessary doubling up of office equipment in each small department located on either side of the 

corridor.  The recommendations below work towards aggregated common functions and needs – kitchenette use, printing, work study desks and computers – in order to reduce 

their overall numbers and to make work spaces less cramped and more productive.  These measures would also provide much-needed communal spaces in this building.   
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ECM 8:  Combine work-study stations 

Dedicate one office or a part of one office in the South Coop to all student employees placed in South Coop administrative offices.   

 

 

ECM 9: Dedicate one common space (perhaps the rear hallway in the South Coop) to a Kitchenette 
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ECM 10: Dedicate one common space (perhaps the front stairwell landing currently occupied by the photocopier) to other shared office equipment 

A common space would reduce the number of printers and shredders in the Administrative Wing of the Coops. 

ECM 11:   Power Down Policies 

The North Coop Faculty offices do share many kitchenette and office equipment resources but these are often left on overnight because no one knows who else remains at work, 

and who needs which services.  An all-staff meeting should be held to determine who on each floor would be best equipped to turn on first thing, and power-down last thing.  

Perhaps this function could be incorporated into janitorial or public safety services if no one staff member is a likely candidate for “Energy Captain”. 

The thermal images below reveal the waste heat produced by the energy draw during sleep mode of an overhead projector and printer. 

  

 

ELECTRICITY and PROPANE: CAFETERIA APPLIANCES 

Many of the kitchen’s new appliances are Energy Star approved, but many more are old and in need of replacement.  While food preparation will always be energy and 

water intensive, the Director of Dining Service has a list of those appliances most in need of replacement.  That list should be prioritized in the context of energy draw as 

well as Efficiency Maine incentives.  Outside of the measures listed below, the energy draw of each appliance is not significantly more than another; energy saving 

opportunities should therefore be pursued in the context of food production efficiency and staff needs.   

Those replacements that fall under Efficiency Maine rebates include: 

ECM 12: Evaporator Fan Replacement 

ECM 13: Cooler Door Replacement 
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ECM 14: Staying Abreast of Best Practices 

Recently, there has been more attention paid to the energy saving opportunities in commercial kitchens.  There are a number of resources available to support and fund 

appliance replacement, as well as case-studies, best practices, newsletters, professional associations, and more.  One such resource is Energy Star’s guide for commercial 

kitchens included in Appendix C.  It would be a fantastic learning opportunity for a student to undertake a survey of the field and support Dining Service’s energy 

efficient purchasing.   
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COOPS ECM SUMMARY 

Building 

ECM 

No. ECM Type Energy Conservation Measure Description and Comments 

Estimated Annual Energy 

Savings (2009 Energy Costs)  

Estimated Cost 

for 

Implementation  

Simple 

Payback (FY 

2009 Energy 

Costs) 

Coops 1 

Heating: Building 

Envelope 

Replace exterior doors for the 

bookstore and administrative offices   $106.00   $466.00  4.4 

Coops 2 

Heating: Building 

Envelope 

Repair water damage, Excavate 

along perimeter. 

Specific energy savings are difficult to 
quantify but this measure is important for 

on-going occupant health and building 

longevity.       

Coops 3 

Heating: Building 

Envelope Install Insulated Blinds 

Savings through reduced heat loss in 

winter and reduced heat gain in summer.  $ 715.87  $ 5,730.00  8.0 

Coops 4 

Heating: Building 

Envelope 

Separate Atrium from Cafeteria in 

the Evenings Savings difficult to quantify.         

Coops 5 

Heating: Building 

Envelope Reduce Air Leakage 

Reduction from an estimated .7 ACH to 

.65 ACH. $751   $2,423.35  3.2 

Coops 6 Electricity: Lighting 

Replace exterior lighting with high-

efficiency bulbs   $179.64  $2,328.00  13.0 

Coops 7 Electricity: Lighting 
Replace remaining conventional 
bulbs with CFLs   $86.76  $104  1.2 

Coops 8 

Electricity: Non-

Lighting Electrical 

Use Combine work-study stations 

Savings reflect eliminating six desktop 

computers. $284     Immediate 

Coops 9 

Electricity: Non-

Lighting Electrical 

Use 

Dedicate one Common space to a 

kitchenette 

Savings reflect eliminating six mini-

fridges. $160     Immediate 

Coops 10 

Electricity: Non-

Lighting Electrical 

Use 

Dedicate one common space to 

office equipment 

Savings reflect eliminating the need for 

three printers. $200     Immediate 

Coops 11 

Electricity: Non-
Lighting Electrical 

Use Power-down Policies 

Savings estimated from the energy draw 
in sleep mode of two copiers and three 

projectors.  Although this is a modest 

annual energy savings it represents a 
measure that requires community-wide 

participation. $18     Immediate 

Coops 12 

Electricity and 

Propane: Cafeteria 

Appliances  Evaporator Fan Replacement 

Energy savings data from NRMinc 

(manufacturer specifications) $705 plus $100 incentives $2,000  2.6 

Coops 13 

Electricity and 

Propane: Cafeteria 
Appliances Cooler Door Replacement Energy Savings from Energy Star $140 plus $125 for incentives $1,560  10 
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Building 

ECM 

No. ECM Type Energy Conservation Measure Description and Comments 

Estimated Annual Energy 

Savings (2009 Energy Costs)  

Estimated Cost 

for 

Implementation  

Simple 

Payback (FY 

2009 Energy 

Costs) 

Coops 14 

Electricity and 

Propane: Cafeteria 
Appliances Staying Abreast of Best Practices   

Difficult to quantify.  But a work-

study position would surely pay 
for itself in energy savings.     

 

 


